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Title word cross-reference

(·, H) [yCG21], 0 [FPS15], 1
[AOTW14, Cha18], 2
[AOTW14, GL18, Hru16], 3 [AOTW14]. 0
[CTW13], ∩ [AT11], d [AA20]. H
[BCKP18, yCG21, GGJ17], k
[AFS +18, Bla19, LS21]. k ≥ 5 [Sch19]. O(ne)
[CT18], O(√n) [RPS +12]. Ω((n log n)/R)
[Ail16]. q [OWZ14]. R [Ail16]. W[1]
[PW18a].

-Coloring [AOTW14]. -Colorings [GGJ17].
-free [BCKP18]. -Frege [FPS15]. -hard
[PW18a]. -Median [Cha18]. -Reducible
[CTW13]. -Spin [GL18]. -to- [AOTW14].
-Uniform [AA20, Bla19, LS21]. -Well
[Ail16].

2Lin [OWZ15].

3-Query [BSHLM09, GR09]. 3Lin
[OWZ15].

above [CPPW13]. Abstract
[BGMS16, BBDL +21]. AC
[CTW13, FPS15]. AC0 [Vio21]. Advantage
[RV13], adversarial [Dru13]. Adversary
[AKP +21], Advice [Wat14]. Affine
[AB18, AB19, BG17]. Affine-Invariant
[BG17]. against [CMS20]. Algebraic
[AFS +18, KNST19, KNS20]. Algebrization
[AW09, AB18, AB19]. Algorithm [CT18].
Algorithmic [DK13, LL18]. Algorithms
[CFM14, FMMS20, GKM20, HH13, PW18b,
TKM12, FJ14]. Allowing [FLOR15].
Almost [AT11, Juk20]. Alternation
[Che17, Wil13]. Alternation-Trading


Sampleable [DW12]. Sample [GR16, Vio16]. Sample-Based [GR16]. Samples [BC18].


Sleeping [KS14]. Slice [FKMW18]. Small [KLMS16, Sch17]. Smoothed [BM15].

Solution [Sch17]. Solutions


XOR [RV15].

Yielding [PV12b].

ZPP [Wat20b].
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